Rigaku to Present Latest X-ray Diffraction Instruments at PPXRD-14

**Rigaku is featuring its latest XRD systems at the 14th Pharmaceutical Powder X-ray Diffraction Symposium**

May 27, 2016 – Fort Meyers, FL. Rigaku Corporation is pleased to announce its attendance at the 14th Pharmaceutical Powder X-ray Diffraction Symposium (PPXRD-14). Rigaku is presenting its current line of analytical X-ray diffraction instrumentation June 7-8, 2016 in Fort Myers, Florida at the Sanibel Harbour Marriott.

X-ray powder diffraction is extensively used in the drug discovery, design, development and formulation processes to obtain critical knowledge about pharmaceutical products. PPXRD highlights the latest developments in the Pharmaceutical XRD Market, including a vendors’ exhibit show with live instrument demonstrations and on-site industrial scientists discussing new applications and providing expert advice.

Rigaku manufactures a complete range of XRD and XRF (X-ray fluorescence) instruments and components for research, testing, industrial process control, and products development. Systems include the Rigaku MiniFlex benchtop XRD system and the Rigaku Ultima IV and SmartLab® multi-purpose diffractometers with SAXS and in-plane capabilities.

More information about XRD technologies for from Rigaku for the pharmaceutical industry, from molecular structure determination to quality assurance, can be found at http://www.rigaku.com/en/industry/pharmaceutical

About Rigaku

Since its inception in Japan in 1951, Rigaku has been at the forefront of analytical and industrial instrumentation technology. Rigaku and its subsidiaries form a global group focused on general-purpose analytical instrumentation and the life sciences. With hundreds of major innovations to their credit, Rigaku companies are world leaders in X-ray spectrometry, diffraction, and optics, as well as small molecule and protein crystallography and semiconductor metrology. Today, Rigaku employs over 1,400 people in the manufacturing and support of its analytical equipment, which is used in more than 70 countries around the world supporting research, development, and quality assurance activities. Throughout the world, Rigaku continuously promotes partnerships, dialog, and innovation within the global scientific and industrial communities.
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